POSEIDON SE7EN
mkvi owners upgrade guide

All Poseidon MKVI owners have the opportunity
to upgrade their MKVI to the POSEIDON SE7EN,
the Next Generation Rebreather.
You have two upgrade options:
> MKVI to SE7EN Upgrade - Complete
> MKVI to SE7EN Upgrade - E-Module
The Complete Upgrade gets you the new E-Module, the new
Cover and the new Mouthpiece Upgrade and the full benefits of
the POSEIDON SE7EN. The E-Module Upgrade gets you the new
electronics enabling all the performance enhancements that come
with the SE7EN. We are subsidizing the E-Module Only Upgrade
as much as possible to support our Poseidon MKVI customers.
This is a great option for those who want to stay up to date with
the latest technology. For those who choose not to upgrade, most
of the accessories and the mouthpiece upgrade are available for
your MKVI.
G7 Inside
Generation 7 electronics open up endless
possibilities for interaction, accessories
and apps. Entirely new internal hardware
driven by a new generation of firmware
makes the SE7EN faster, flexible and
reliable in any diving environment.

Bluetooth Connectivity
Download your dive logs in seconds,
update your settings and interact
effortlessly with your POSEIDON SE7EN,
all using Bluetooth.

Dive Management
System
Enjoy enhanced interaction with your
rebreather. The upgraded configuration
tool interacts with your POSEIDON SE7EN
via Bluetooth, allowing you to make
configuration changes in moments.
See your dive logs in far greater detail
and much more.
Better still, it’s now Mac compatible!

Recreational or 100M
Technical Rebreather
Generation 7 electronics open up endless
possibilities for interaction, accessories
and apps. Entirely new internal hardware
driven by a new generation of firmware
makes the SE7EN faster, flexible and
reliable in any diving environment.

Upgraded Mouthpiece
The best rebreather mouthpiece just got
even better! A new system keeps the
bail-out valve locked in place in closed
or open circuit, while still enabling simple
switches from closed to open circuit.

Cover
Enhanced
Service & Support
Poseidon already has class-leading
reliability and technical support, but the
POSEIDON SE7EN makes service and
support even easier and more convenient.
Automatic dive log downloads to support
via Bluetooth, combined with detachable
displays and sensors mean that support
is even faster and more convenient than
before!

Protective, desirable and functional in
equal measures, the cover on the
Poseidon SE7EN has a built-in handle
system, along with grab and lighting rails.

Poseidon MKVI Upgrade Options
Mouthpiece
upgrade kit

G7 E-module

Smart battery

cover

Complete Upgrade

Accessories Options

How to Find Out More:

This package includes the following items:

You can order many of the POSEIDON SE7EN
accessories to customize your MKVI, including:

> Registration for this offer will close on March 31, 2014
> Register your interest by going to
http://poseidon.marketing4abundance.com/
> Upgrades must be ordered and paid for by
Poseidon-MKVI-to-POSEIDON-SE7EN-UpgradeJune 30, 2014
Registration

> G7 E-Module
> Cover & carrying handle
> Mouthpiece upgrade kit

E-Module Upgrade
This package includes the following items
- G7 E-Module

> Mouthpiece upgrade kit (requires you to return
your current mouthpiece plastic housing)
> Cylinder QMR
> 3rd cell holder
You may not order a G7 case on its own.
This can only be purchased as part of the
Complete Upgrade.

> Poseidon or its agent will contact you with
pricing, availability, local return details and
answer any questions you may have

IMPORTANT:

> The customer must return their e-module and/or their
mouthpiece plastic housing to Poseidon or its agent as
part of this upgrade. Components are being replaced;
not refurbished so this will be a straight exchange with
minimal “out of water” time

> You then decide which MKVI to SE7EN upgrade
> If you have recently upgraded your MKVI e-module for
suits you and let Poseidon know!

60M rating but still wish to upgrade to the SE7EN, you
will be able to use the MA Counter-Lungs. You will be
entitled to a free mouthpiece upgrade. Your 60M
Battery will work with your G7 e-module.

> Once you get your upgrade, you will need to upgrade
the firmware on your Battery to make it work with the
new E-Module

E–module
The new G7 electronics are what the Next Generation
Rebreather, the POSEIDON SE7EN, is built around.

G7 Inside

Recreational or
100M Technical
Rebreather

Bluetooth
Connectivity

Enhanced
Service & Support

Dive Management
System

Cover

Cover

G7 Mouthpiece

The SE7EN cover is stylish and functional at
the same time.
Protective, desirable and functional in equal measures,
the cover on the Poseidon SE7EN has a built-in handle
and trim weight system, along with grab and lighting rails.

Upgraded
Mouthpiece

The upgraded G7 Poseidon Mouthpiece will make
it easier for you to verify that you have the diluent
valve switch in the correct position.
The best rebreather mouthpiece just got even better!
A new system keeps the bail-out valve locked in place in
closed or open circuit, while still enabling simple switches
from closed to open circuit.

